
Ref: AISV-28th WR-10th-13th November 2021

Dear Parents,

Greetings!

Pre-Primary & Primary/Secondary Weekly Report of AISV from 10th
November, 2021 to 13th November, 2021.

Pre Primary Section

PRAYER TIME

● A Gift to you!
● Sanskrit Shlok - Guru Brahma Guru Vishnu

LOWER KINDERGARTEN

ENGLISH Toddlers revised the phonic sounds of all the alphabets.
They practiced writing all the mumma and baby
alphabets in their textbooks. They also did beginning
sound exercises in their notebook.

MATHS Kids were introduced with the Shape - Rectangle through
objects and through pictorial learning. They practiced
drawing triangles and did textual exercises in their
textbook. Kids revised number names 1, 2, 3 and were
introduced with number names 4, 5, 6.

GK Children revised the topics My food and Safety around
us through textual exercises.

HINDI Litter stars revised vyanjan ‘क to ज' orally and were
introduced with vyanjan ‘ झ, ञ ‘ through PPT showed in
their class. They practiced writing vyanjan ‘झ, ञ ‘ in their
slate along with their pictures and in their Hindi
textbook.



ART AND CRAFT Tiny tots had fun doing the colouring in an image of a top
in their textbooks.

STORYTELLING
/ PEER CHAT

Little munchkins narrated the story The Magic Lamp on
their own.

UPPER KINDERGARTEN

ENGLISH Children did practice of small CVC sentences on the slate
as well as in the notebook. They also did picture reading
sentences from the textbook.

MATHS Kids revised “Number names 1-30” wrote the same in
maths notebook.

HINDI Kids revised “�वर & �यंजन” and wrote the same on the
slate. And were introduced to the vyanjan “ल व” and wrote
the same in hindi textbook.



★ EVENTS & CELEBRATIONS

➢ Hindi Poem Recitation
Competition: (12th November 2021 -
LKG & UKG)

Poetry comes alive to me through
recitation. And this is how I recite my
poems: Know your poem, be confident and
recite the poem with action!!

Winner List:

Grade 1st Position 2nd Position 3rd Position Consolation

LKG A Aaradhya
Arya,
Madhuri
Somasundara
m,
Misha Patel

Aanshi Rana,
Dhvij Kothari,

Hiya
Katharotiya,
Rajvee Raj,
Mihir
Makwana

Anaya
Panchal,
Devanshu
Vasava,
Rehansh
Bhaidasna,
Rishit Patel

LKG B Harvi Rachit
Parikh,
Jiyansh Tarun
Pandya,
Khrisha
Dharmesh
Vyas,
Shrihan Pratik
Ranpura

Aarvi Gaurav
Panchal,
Prisha Jigar
Rana,
Rainee
Pinkalkumar
Thakkar

Gira Punit
Kumar
Thakar,
Niomi Jignesh
Kumar
Vasava,
Nityam
Rahulkumar
Chauhan

Siddhant
Pankaj
Pohekar,
Geetika
Shravan
Suthar,
Dhruvi Amit
Aswani

UKG A Mantra B
Desai,
Rithya J Satve,
Yakshit Y
Bhardwaj

Kavya Malik,
Krisha P
Goswami,
Prayushi G
Mistry

Dev N Patel,
Kavya J
Pandya

Daiveek D
Patel,
Dhruv C
Kathiriya,
Janam H
Prajapati,
Aashvi
Parmar

UKG B Megh Patel,
Param Patel,

Saanvi
Chaudhary,

Rency Machhi,
Shaiyna

Shlok
Thakkar,



Swara Mistry,
Trisha Shah

Riyaan
Sharma,
Pranit
Kolwadkar,
Ansh Darji

Adimulam,
Sanaya
Bhandari

Kanika Bhatt

➢ Winsome Winter Extravaganza:
(Monday/Wednesday/Friday November
2021)

Welcome Winter! Winter is not a season, it's
a celebration.
Our tiny little stars with the magic wand of
laughter and joy, welcomed Winter by
participating in Winsome Winter
Extravaganza and took a stride to

rejuvenate and cherish the memories @ School with peers! They enjoyed playing
in the Kids Play Area, climbing, walking, jumping on the Jumping Castle, were
thrilled to watch the Magician doing the Magic show, they enjoyed the Puppet
show and also were jumping high as if to touch the sky on a trampoline!!

➢ Childrens’ Day: (13th November
2021)
➢

Florets of Kindergarten!! Every child is a
different kind of flower, and altogether
makes this world a beautiful Garden!!
Florets of Kindergarten made their way to
school on this special day and had a
wonderful time with their peers and
teachers, playing in the school playground
and also enjoyed the Jumping castle,

Magic Show and Cartoon Mascot! Thus a day in the school with peers &
teachers made their day the Childrens’ Day more special!



Primary Section

ONLINE CLASSES & EXAMS:

Online classes and exams were
conducted for grades 1 to 5 through the
Zoom Cloud Meeting App and 6 to 10
through Google Meet. Students were
taught all the subjects i.e. English,
Hindi, Maths, Science, Social Science,
3rd Language(Gujarati/Sanskrit),
Life-skills, Gurukulam, Music, Dance,
Yoga, Art and Craft sessions were also
conducted for the students.

Grade 1

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Textual exercise of Unit 5 : ‘Listen to my body’ was done. In
grammar a new topic, ‘Doing Words’ was introduced to the
students.

English Cafe Short activity was done in which students had to write the
meaningful words with the letter given to them in a time duration of
2-3 minutes.

Math Students learned Subtraction of 1-digit number from 2-digit number
and subtraction of two 2-digit numbers along with word problems.
Textual exercise was solved in class and extra sums were given as
practical work.

Science Revision of the chapters ‘ Keeping Healthy and Clean’ and
‘Safety Rules’ were done in the class.

Hands on
Experience

Kids with the help of teachers’ guidance did an interesting activity.
This activity given to them was an understanding about different
‘Properties of Air’.



Hindi छा�� ने ‘ए’ ह� मा�ा को समझा ओर �यंजन के साथ ए क� मा�ा को जोड़कर के से �े तक
�लखना �सखा ।

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance
to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of calm
and time with “Self”.

Yoga Students enjoyed physical exercises and played sea and mountain
& freeze games.

Dance Students revised the dance steps of bum bum bole song and learnt
a new dance on the song ‘Buddhu sa mann hai’.

Music Students learnt November month prayer and shloka.

Grade 2

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Students were introduced with a new poem- ‘Let’s build a
Rocket’. Textual exercise was completed in the class.

English Cafe Short activity was done in which students had to write the
meaningful words with the letter given to them in a time duration
of 2-3 minutes.

Math Multiplication tables of 1,2,3,4,5 and 10 were done along with
textual exercise 7B. Extra practice work was also given as a
worksheet.

Science Students were introduced with a new chapter ‘Water’.

Hands on
Experience

Kids with the help of teachers’ guidance did an interesting activity.
This activity given to them was understanding about different
Properties of Air.

Hindi छा�� ने "चाँद क� �च�ठ�" कहानी के क�ठन श�द� के म�ूया�कन �दया  |

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.



Art & Craft Students drew designs in circle shape and filled the colours
according to their choice.

Yoga Students enjoyed physical exercises and played sea and mountain
& freeze games.

Dance Students revised the dance steps of ‘Bum Bum bole’ song and
learnt to dance on new song Buddhu sa mann hai.

Music Students learnt November month prayer and shloka.

Grade 3

English Students were introduced with the new topic in Grammar
‘Pronouns’. The textual exercise was completed.

Science Students were explained the topic of weather, different types of
weather and different seasons. Textual exercise was also done
and pdf sent in Google classroom.

Hindi छा�� ने "हम न�हे न�हे ब�चे है " क�वता के ��नो क� चचा� �कया एवं "अकल का
पौधा" कहानी के क�ठन श�द� का म�ूयांकन �दय। |

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments
of calm and time with “Self”.

Music Students learnt November month prayer and shloka.

Art & Craft Students drew a memory drawing of a cat with pencil shades.

Dance Students learnt to dance to the song ‘Give me some
sunshine’.

Grade 4

English Students enhanced their grammar skills on the topic ‘Verbs’.
Textbook exercise was completed.

Math Continuing the chapter ‘Time’, students did the word problems.



The conversion of year, months, weeks and days were
introduced in the class.

Science Completed the chapter ‘ The solar system’. The notebook
work and worksheets were assigned . Started a new chapter
‘The digestion of food’ where the students came to know
about various sets of human teeth and their properties.

Social Science Textual exercise of Ch.4 was explained to children and a pdf of
the same was sent to GC. A new chapter on ‘Southern
Plateau’ was introduced to children along with the
physiography and other divisions of Central Highlands and
Deccan Plateau. Also the life of people in the plateau region was
explained in different states and cities of that region.

Hindi छा�� ने "गीत ख़शुी के" क�वता का पाठन �कया एवं क�ठन श�द� का लेखन �कया
एवं ��नो क� चचा� �कय। |

Computer In the chapter, 'Computer Coding’, Students revised flowchart
and their symbols with examples.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments
of calm and time with “Self”.

Music Students learnt November month prayer and shloka.

Art & Craft Students drew the garden equipment and shaded it with pencil.

Dance Students learnt to dance to the song ‘ Give me some
sunshine’

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ "ગૌતમ ને આયો તાવ" વા�ો�ુ ંવાચંન ક�ુ� અને ��ોની ચચા� કર�.

Grade 5

English Students enhanced their grammar skills on the topic ‘Verbs’
through examples.

Math Continuing the chapter ‘Decimals’, students did the addition
and subtraction of the decimal numbers. They did the textual
word problems related to this. The multiplication of 10, 100,
1000, 10,000 with the decimal numbers was introduced in the
class.



Science Started a new chapter ‘ The natural disasters’. Earthquake
and flood- the reason and their aftermath were discussed and
explained in the class.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ -6 '��या' को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Social Science A new chapter, ‘Environment Pollution’ was introduced in the
class wherein the types of pollution were discussed.

Computer The chapter, ‘Stay safe in the world of computers’ was
completed along with the discussion of textual exercise and
question and answer.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few
moments of calm and time with “Self”.

Dance Students revised  dance  on the song ‘Raatan lambiyan’.

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ "જોડકણા"ં ની સમજ મેળવી વાચંન ક�ુ� અને ��ોની  ચચા� કર�.

Grade 6

Maths Continuing the chapter ‘Introduction to Algebra’, wherein
they came to know about the addition, subtraction and
multiplication of algebraic expression.

Science Students were introduced to a new chapter ‘Measurement
and Motion’, wherein they came to know about the different
types of measurements, needs for standard units and SI units
of measurement.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ- 11 '�वशषेण' म� �वकार� और अ�वकार� �वशषेण को समझा।

Computer In the chapter, ‘ Basics of coding’, Students came to know
about different types of data with variable declaration.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few
moments of calm and time with “Self”.

Art & Craft Students drew Children's Day drawing in the sketchbook.



Music Students learnt November month prayer and shloka and learnt
to play vakratunda shloka on keyboard.

Dance Students learnt to dance to the song ‘Give me some
sunshine’

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ "િપકિનક "પાઠની સમજ મેળવી અને મદદ , �ેમ ભાવના �વા

�વન ��ૂયોની �ણકાર� મેળવી.

Physical
Education

Students performed some warm up exercise and practiced
jumping , running and throwing events

Grade 7

English Grammar topic, ‘Conjunctions’ was introduced to students,
textual exercise was also practiced.

Math Introduced a new topic ‘Data Handling’ in class with practical
problems.

Science The different modes of heat transfer, viz heat transfer by
conduction, convection and radiation were explained with
examples. The flow of land and sea breeze was also explained
from the chapter, ‘Heat and Temperature’.

Social Science In the chapter, ‘The Mughal Empire’ students came to know
about the Campaigns of Babur.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ-9 'वीर' क�वता का स�वर गायन करते हुए उसके भावाथ� को
समझा।

Computer Students learnt about looping terminology with proper
examples.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few
moments of calm and time with “Self”.

Music Students learnt November month prayer and shloka and learnt
to play vakratunda shloka on keyboard.

Art & Craft Students drew Children's Day drawing in the sketchbook.

Dance Students learnt to dance to the song ‘Give me some
sunshine’



Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ "રામ રાખે તેમ રહ�એ" ના ��ોની ચચા� કર� અને વાચંન ક�ુ�.

Physical
Education

Students performed some warm up exercise and practiced
jumping , running and throwing events

Grade 8

Math Introduced a new topic ‘Data Handling’ in class with practical
problems.

Science
-Physics

The students took turns to explain and share additional
information about the planets from the chapter, ‘The
Universe’. The facts and information shared by the students
were really appreciable.

Science
Chemistry

Continuing the chapter ‘ Artificial fibres and plastics’ . The
types of fibres- Acrylic and Spandex were explained in the class
mentioning their properties and importance.

Social Science A new chapter, ‘Industries’ was introduced in the class.
Students came to know about the Agro-based Industries and
classification of Industries.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ-9 'कृ�ण -गान' को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Computer A new chapter, ‘Introduction to App Building’, was
introduced to class where students came to know about MIT
App inventor components and mode of programming.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few
moments of calm and time with “Self”.

Music Students learnt November month prayer and shloka and learnt
to play vakratunda shloka on keyboard.

Dance Students learnt to dance to the song ‘Give me some
sunshine’

Physical
education

Students performed some warm up exercise and practiced
jumping , running and throwing events



Secondary Section

Grade 9

English Poem, ‘On killing a tree’ was explained and textual
exercise was also done.

Math Introduction of the topic ‘Surface Area and Volume’ by
checking the  previous knowledge was done.

Sci-Chemistry Continuing the chapter ‘Structure of the atom’. The
atomic structure as proposed by Rutherford and Bohr were
explained.

Sci-Physics Continuing with the chapter, ‘Gravitation’, acceleration due
to gravity ‘g’, its value, free fall, mass, weight and finding
the value of weight on the moon was explained to the
students.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने �याकरण म� अन�ुवार को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

SS-GEO In the chapter, ‘Climate’, students understood the concept
of El-Nino and Southern Oscillation.

Computer In the chapter, ‘Formatting in MS Word’, Students learnt
about illustration groups and contextual tabs of the MS
Word.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
technique, healing technique, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calm and time with “Self”.

Physical education Students performed fitness exercises and practiced running
events.

Grade 10

Math Revision of mcq from ‘Trigonometry’ for Term 1 examination
was done in the class.

Sci-Chemistry Revision of the topics for Term 1 examination was done in the
class.



Sci-Biology Revision of the topics for Term 1 examination was done.

Social Science Revision for the Term-1 Exam was done in the class.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few
moments of calm and time with “Self”.

Physical
Education

Students performed fitness exercises and practiced running
events.

EVENTS AND CELEBRATIONS:

CHILDREN’S DAY

14th November, every year is celebrated as Children’s day across India to increase
awareness of the rights, care and education of children. Amicus International
School, Vadodara celebrated children’s day in a unique way by teachers conducting
the morning assembly and organizing various activities for children, including a
talent hunt show for the students of grade 6-10. Pre primary to grade 5 students
celebrated the day at school participating in various activities organized as a part
of Winter Extravaganza.

WINTER EXTRAVAGANZA

As the pandemic is getting over, connecting the children back to school in a
smooth way is important. Joining the Winter extravaganza activities will help them
to feel connected back to their peers and school. The students of pre primary to
Grade 5 enjoyed the fun filled activities like jumping castle, magic show and
cartoon mascot.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Education_in_India
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Children_in_India

